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Abstract
Multiple object tracking is a task commonly used to investigate the architecture
of human visual attention. Human participants show a distinctive pattern of suc-
cesses and failures in tracking experiments that is often attributed to limits on an
object system, a tracking module, or other specialized cognitive structures. Here
we use a computational analysis of the task of object tracking to ask which human
failures arise from cognitive limitations and which are consequences of inevitable
perceptual uncertainty in the tracking task. We find that many human perfor-
mance phenomena, measured through novel behavioral experiments, are naturally
produced by the operation of our ideal observer model (a Rao-Blackwelized par-
ticle filter). The tradeoff between the speed and number of objects being tracked,
however, can only arise from the allocation of a flexible cognitive resource, which
can be formalized as either memory or attention.
1 Introduction
Since William James first described the phenomenology of attention [11], psychologists have been
struggling to specify the cognitive architecture of this process, how it is limited, and how it helps
information processing. The study of visual attention specifically has benefited from rich, simple
paradigms, and of these multiple object tracking (MOT) [16] has recently gained substantial popu-
larity. In a typical MOT task (Figure 1), subjects see a number of objects, typically colorless circles,
moving onscreen. Some subset of the objects are marked as targets before the trial begins, but dur-
ing the trial all objects turn to a uniform color and move haphazardly for several seconds. The task
is to keep track of which objects were marked as targets at the start of the trial so that they can be
identified at the end of the trial when the objects stop moving.
The pattern of results from MOT experiments is complicated. Participants can only track a finite
number of objects [16], but more objects can be tracked when they move slower [1], suggesting a
limit on attentional speed. If objects are moved far apart in the visual field, however, they can be
tracked at high speeds, suggesting that spatial crowding also limits tracking [9]. When tracking,
participants seem to maintain information about the velocity of objects [19] and this information is
sometimes helpful in tracking [8]. More frequently, however, velocity is not used to track, suggesting
limitations on the kinds of information available to the tracking system [13]. Finally, although
participants can track objects using features like color and orientation [3], some features seem to
hurt tracking [15], and tracking is primarily considered to be a spatial phenomenon. These results
and others have left researchers puzzled: What limits tracking performance?
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Figure 1: Left: A typical multiple object tracking experiment. Right: The generative model underlying our
probabilistic tracker (see text for details).
Proposed limitations on MOT performance may be characterized along the dimensions of discrete-
ness and flexibility. A proposal positing fixed number of slots (each holding one object) describes a
discrete limitation, while proposals positing limits on attention speed or resolution are more contin-
uous. Attention and working memory are canonical examples of flexible limitations: Based on the
task, we decide where to attend and what to remember. Such cognitive limitations may be framed
either as a discrete number of slots or as a continuous resource. In contrast, visual acuity and noise
in velocity perception are low-level, task-independent limitations: Regardless of the task we are do-
ing, the resolution of our retina is limited and our motion-discrimination thresholds are stable. Such
perceptual limitations tend only to be continuous.
We aim to determine which MOT effects reflect perceptual, task-independent uncertainty, and which
reflect flexible, cognitive limitations. Our approach is to describe the minimal computations that an
ideal observer must undertake to track objects and combine available information. To the extent
that an effect is not naturally explained at the computational level given only perceptual sources of
uncertainty, it is more likely to reflect flexible cognitive limitations.
We propose that humans track objects in a manner consistent with the Bayesian multi-target tracking
framework common in computer vision [10, 18]. We implement a variant of this tracking model
using Rao-Blackwellized particle filtering and show how it can be easily adapted for a wide range
of MOT experiments. This unifying model allows us to design novel experiments that interpolate
between seemingly disparate phenomena. We argue that, since the effects of speed, spacing, and
features arise naturally in an ideal observer with no limits on attention, memory, or number of objects
that can be tracked, these phenomena can be explained by optimal object tracking given low-level,
perceptual sources of uncertainty. We identify a subset of MOT phenomena that must reflect flexible
cognitive resources, however: effects that manipulate the number of objects that can be tracked. To
account for tradeoffs between object speed and number, a task-dependent resource constraint must
be added to our model. This constraint can be interpreted as either limited attentional resolution or
limited short term memory.
2 Optimal multiple object tracking
To track objects in a typical MOT experiment (Figure 1), at each point in time the observer must
determine which of many observed objects corresponds to which of the objects that were present
in the display in the last frame. Here we will formalize this procedure using a classical tracking
algorithm in computer vision[10, 18].
2.1 Dynamics
Object tracking requires some assumptions about how objects evolve over time. Since there is no
consensus on how to generate object tracking displays in the visual attention literature, we will
assume simple linear dynamics, which can approximate prior experimental manipulations. Specif-
ically, we assume that the true state of the world St contains information about each object being
tracked (i): to start we consider objects defined by position (xt(i)) and velocity (vt(i)), but we will
later consider tracking objects through more complicated feature-spaces. Although we refer to posi-
tion and velocity, the state actually contains two position and two velocity dimensions: one of each
for x and y.
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St evolves according to linear dynamics with noise. Position and velocity for x and y evolve inde-
pendently according to an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (mean-reverting) process, which can be thought of
as Brownian motion on a spring, and can be most clearly spelled out as a series of equations:
xt = xt−1 + vt ,
vt = λvt−1− kxt−1 +wt ,
wt ∼ N(0,σw)
(1)
where x and v are the position and velocity at time t; λ is an inertia parameter constrained to be be-
tween 0 and 1; k is a spring constant which produces the mean-reverting properties of the dynamics;
and wt is random acceleration noise added at each time point which is distributed as a zero-mean
Gaussian with standard deviation σw.
In two dimensions, this stochastic process describes a randomly moving cloud of objects; the spring
constant assures that the objects will not drift off to infinity, and the friction parameter assures that
they will not accelerate to infinity. Within the range of parameters we consider, this process con-
verges to a stable distribution of positions and velocities both of which will be normally distributed
around zero. We can solve for the standard deviations for position (σx) and velocity (σv), by assum-
ing that the expected values of σx, σv and their covariance will not change through an update step;
thus obtaining:
σx =
√
(1+λ)σ2w
k(λ−1)(2λ− k−2) , and σv =
√
2σ2w
k(λ−1)(2λ− k+2) , (2)
respectively. Because these terms are familiar in the human multiple object tracking literature, for
the rest of this paper we will describe the dynamics in terms of the spatial extent of the cloud of
moving dots (σx), the standard deviation of the velocity distribution (σv ), and the inertia parameter
(λ; solving for k and σw to generate dynamics and track objects).
2.2 Probabilistic model
The goal of an object tracking model is to track the set of n objects in S over a fixed period from
t0 to tm. For our model, we assume observations (mt ) at each time t are noisy measurements of
the true state of the world at that time (St ). In other words, our tracking model is a stripped-down
simplification of tracking models commonly used in computer vision because we do not track from
noisy images, but instead, from extracted position and velocity estimates. The observer must esti-
mate St based on the current, and previous measurements, thus obtaining Sˆt . However, this task is
complicated by the fact that the observer obtains an unlabeled bag of observations (mt ), and does
not know which observations correspond to which objects in the previous state estimate Sˆt−1. Thus,
the observer must not only estimate St , but must also determine the data assignment of observations
to objects — which can be described by a permutation vector γt .
Since we assume independent linear dynamics for each individual object, then conditioned on γ,
we can track each individual object via a Kalman filter. That is, what is a series of unlabeled bags
of observations when data assignments were unknown, becomes a set of individuated time-series
— one for each object — in which each point in time contains only a single observation when
conditioned on the data assignment. The Kalman filter will be updated via transition matrix A,
according to St = ASt−1 +Wt , and state perturbations W are distributed with covariance Q (A and Q
can be derived straight-forwardly from the dynamics in Eq. 1; see Supplementary Materials).
Inference about both the state estimate and the data assignment can proceed by predicting the current
location for each object, which will be a multivariate normal distribution with mean predicted state
Sˆt|t−1 = ASˆt−1 and predicted estimate covariance Gt|t−1 = AGt−1A′+Q. From these predictions, we
can define the probability of a particular data assignment permutation vector as:
P(γt |St ,Gt ,Mt) =∏
i
P(γt(i)|Sˆt|t−1(i),Gt|t−1(i),Mt(i)), where
P(γi|Sˆt|t−1(i),Gt|t−1(i)) = N(mt(γ(i)); Sˆt|t−1(i),Gt|t−1(i)+Mt(γ(i)))
(3)
where the posterior probability of a particular γ value is determined by the Gaussian probability
density, and Mt( j) is the covariance of measurement noise for mt( j). Because an observation can
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arise from only one object, mutual exclusivity is built into this conditional probability distribution
— this complication makes analytical solutions impossible, and the data assignment vector, γ, must
be sampled. However, given an estimate of γ, an estimate of the current state of the object is given
by the Kalman state update ([12]; see Supplementary Materials).
2.3 Inference
To infer the state of the tracking model described above, we must sample the data-association vec-
tor, γ, and then the rest of the tracking may proceed analytically. Thus, we implement a Rao-
Blackwelized particle filter [6]: each particle corresponds to one sampled γ vector and contains the
analytically computed state estimates for each of the objects, conditioned on that sampled γ vector.
Thus, taken together, the particles used for tracking (in our case we use 50, but see Section 3.4 for
discussion) approximate the joint probability distribution over γ and S.
In practice, we sample γ with the following iterative procedure. First, we sample each component
of γ independently of all other γ components (as in PMHT [18]). Then, if the resulting γ vector
contains conflicts that violate the mutual exclusivity of data assignments, a subset of γ is resampled.
If this resampling procedure fails to come up with an assignment vector that meets the mutual
exclusivity, we compute the combinatoric expansion of the permutation of the conflicted subset
of γ and sample assignments within that subset from the combinatoric space. This procedure is very
fast when tracking is easy, but can slow down when tracking is hard and the combinatoric expansion
is necessary.
2.4 Perceptual uncertainty
In order to determine the limits on optimal tracking in our model, we must know what information
human observers have access to. We assume that observers know the summary statistics of the
cloud of moving dots (their spatial extent, given by σx, and their velocity distribution, σv). We also
start with the assumption that they know the inertia parameter (λ; however, this assumption will be
questioned in section 3.2). Given a perfect measurement of σx, σv, and λ, observers will thus know
the dynamics by which the objects evolve.
We must also specify the low-level, task-independent noise for human observers. We assume that
noise in observing the positions of objects (σmx) is given by previously published eccentricity scaling
parameters, σmx(x) = c(1+ 0.42x) (from [5]), where c is uncertainty in position. We use c = 0.08
(standard deviation in degrees visual angle) throughout this paper. We also assume that observations
of speed are corrupted by Weber-scaled noise with some irreducible uncertainty (a): σmv(v)= a+bv,
setting a = 0.01 and b = 0.05 (b is the weber fraction as measured in [17]).
3 Results
3.1 Tracking through space
When objects move faster, tracking them is harder [1], suggesting to researchers that an attentional
speed limit may be limiting tracking. However, when objects cover a wider area of space (when they
move on a whole field display), they can be tracked more easily at a given speed, suggesting that
crowding rather than speed is the limiting factor [9].
Both of these effects are predicted by our model: both the speed and spatial separation of objects alter
the uncertainty inherent in the tracking task. When objects move faster (greater σv) predictions about
about where objects will be on the next time-step have greater uncertainty: the covariance of the
predicted state (Gt|t−1) has greater entropy and inference about which observation arose from which
object (γ) is less certain and more prone to errors. Additionally, even at a given speed and inertia,
when the spatial extent (σx) is smaller, objects are closer together. Even given a fixed uncertainty
about where in space an object will end up, the odds of another object appearing therein is greater,
again limiting our ability to infer γ. Thus, both increasing velocity variance and decreasing spatial
variance will make tracking harder, and to achieve a particular level of performance the two must
trade off.
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Figure 2: Top: Stimuli and data from [9] — when objects are tracked over the whole visual field, they can
move at greater speed to achieve a particular level of accuracy. Bottom-Left: Our own experimental data in
which subjects set a “comfortable” spacing for tracking 3 of 6 objects at a particular speed. Bottom-Middle:
Model accuracy for tracking 3 of 6 objects as a function of speed and spacing. Bottom-Right: Model “settings”
— (85% accuracy) threshold spacing for a particular speed. See text for details.
We show the speed-space tradeoff in both people and our ideal tracking model. We asked 10 human
observers to track 3 of 6 objects moving according to the dynamics described earlier. Their goal was
to adjust the difficulty of the tracking task so that they could track the objects for 5 seconds. We
told them that sometimes tracking would be too hard and sometimes too easy, and they could adjust
the difficulty by hitting one button to make the task easier and another button to make it harder.1
Making the task easier or harder amounted to moving the objects farther apart or closer together by
adjusting σx of the dynamics, while the speed (σv) stayed constant. We parametrically varied σv
between 0.01 and 0.4, and could thus obtain an iso-difficulty curve for people making settings of σx
as a function of σv (2).
To elicit predictions from our model on this task we simulated 5 second trials where the model had
to track 3 of 6 objects, and measured accuracy across 15 spacing intervals (σx between 0.5 and 4.0
degrees visual angle), crossed with 11 speeds (σv between 0.01 and 0.4). At each point in this speed-
space grid, we simulated 250 trials, to measure mean tracking accuracy for the model. The resulting
accuracy surface is shown in Figure 2 — an apparent tradeoff can be seen, when objects move faster,
they must be farther apart to achieve the same level of accuracy as when they move slower.
To make the model generate thresholds of σx for a particular σv, as we had human subjects do,
we fit psychometric functions to each cross-section through the accuracy surface, and used the psy-
chometric function to predict settings that would achieve a particular level of accuracy (one such
psychometric function is shown in red on the surface in Figure2).2 The plot in Figure 2 shows the
model setting for the 0.85 accuracy mark; the upper and lower error bounds represent the settings to
achieve an accuracy of 0.8 and 0.9, respectively (in subsequent plots we show only the 0.85 thresh-
old for simplicity). As in the human performance, there is a continuous tradeoff: when objects are
faster, spacing must be wider to achieve the same level of difficulty.
1The correlation of this method with participants’ objective tracking performance was validated by [1].
2We used the Weibull cumulative density as our psychometric function p = 1− exp(x/xcrit)s, where x is
the stimulus dimension which, which covaries positively with performance (either σx, or 1/σv), xcrit is the
location term, and s is the scale, or slope, parameter. We obtained the MAP estimate of both parameters of the
Weibull density function, and predicted the model’s 85% threshold (blue plane in Figure 2) from the inverse of
the psychometric function: x =−xcrit ln(1− p)1/s.
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Figure 3: Left: Human speed-space tradeoff settings do not vary for different physical inertias. Middle panels:
This is the case for the ideal model with no knowledge of inertia, but not so for the ideal model with perfect
knowledge of inertia. Right: This may be the case because it is safer to assume a lower inertia: tracking is
worse if inertia is assumed to be higher than it is (red) than vice versa (green).
3.2 Inertia
It is disputed whether human observers use velocity to track[13]. Nonetheless, it is clear that adults,
and even babies, know something about object velocity [19]. The model we propose can reconcile
these conflicting findings.
In our model, knowing object velocity means having an accurate σv term for the object: an estimate
of how much distance it might cover in a particular time step. Using velocity trajectories to make
predictions about future states also requires that people know the inertia term. Thus, the degree to
which trajectories are used to track is a question about the inertia parameter (λ) that best matches
human performance. Thus far we have assumed that people know λ perfectly and use it to predict
future states, but this need not be the case. Indeed, while the two other parameters of the dynamics
— the spatial extent (σx) and velocity distribution (σv) — may be estimated quickly and efficiently
from a brief observation of the tracking display, inertia is more difficult to estimate. Thus, observers
may be more uncertain about the inertia, and may be more likely to guess it incorrectly. (Under our
model, a guess of λ= 0 corresponds to tracking without any velocity information.)
We ran an experiment to assess what inertia parameter best fits human observers. We asked subjects
to set iso-difficulty contours as a function of the underlying inertia (λ) parameter, by using the same
difficulty-setting procedure described earlier. An ideal observer who knows the inertia perfectly will
greatly benefit from displays with high inertia in which uncertainty will be low, and will be able
to track with the same level of accuracy at greater speeds given a particular spacing. However, if
inertia is incorrectly assumed to be zero, high- and low-inertia iso-difficulty contours will be quite
similar (Figure 3). We find that in human observers, iso-difficulty contours for λ= 0.7, λ= 0.8, and
λ= 0.9, are remarkably similar — consistent with observers assuming a single, low, inertia term.
Although these results corroborate previous findings that human observers do not seem to use tra-
jectories to track, there is evidence that sometime people do use trajectories. These variations in
observers’ assumptions about inertia may be attributable to two factors. First, most MOT experi-
ments including rather sudden changes in velocity from objects bouncing off the walls or simply
as a function of their underlying dynamics. Second, under uncertainty about the inertia underlying
a particular display, an observer is better off underestimating rather than overestimating. Figure 3
shows the decrement in performance as a function of a mismatch of the observers’ assumed inertia
to that of the tracking display.
3.3 Tracking through feature space
In addition to tracking through space, observers can also track objects through feature domains. For
example, experimental participants can track two spatially superimposed gratings based on their
slowly varying colors, orientations or spatial frequencies [3].
We can modify our model to track in feature space by adding new dimensions corresponding to the
features being tracked. Linear feature dimensions like the log of spatial frequency can be treated
exactly like position and velocity. Circular features like hue angle and orientation require a slight
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Figure 4: Left: When object color drifts
more slowly over time (lower σc), people
can track objects more effectively. Right:
Our tracking model does so as well (ob-
servation noise for color σmc in the model
was set to 0.02pi)
modification: we pre-process the state estimates and observations via modulus to preserve their
circular relationship and the linear the Kalman update. With this modification, the linear Kalman
state update can operate on circular variables, and our basic tracking model can track colored objects
with a high level of accuracy when they are superimposed (σx = σv = 0, Figure 4).
We additionally tested the novel prediction from our model that human observers can combine the in-
formation available from space and features for tracking. Nine human observers made iso-difficulty
settings as described above; however, this time each object had a color and we varied the color drift
rate (σc) on hue angle. Figure 4 shows subjects’ settings of σx as a function of σv and σc. When
color changes slowly, observers can track objects in a smaller space at a given velocity. Figure 4
also shows that the pattern of thresholds from the model in the same task match those of the ex-
perimental participants. Thus, not only can human observers track objects in feature space, they
can combine both spatial location and featural information, and additional information in the feature
domain allows people to track successfully with less spatial information, as argued by [7].
3.4 Cognitive limitations
Thus far we have shown that many human failures in multiple object tracking do not reflect cognitive
limitations on tracking, but are instead a consequence of the structure of the task and the limits on
available perceptual information. However, a limit on the number of objects that may be tracked
[16] cannot be accounted for in this way. Observers can more easily track 4 of 16 objects at a higher
speed than 8 of 16 objects (Figure 5), even though the stimulus presentation is identical in both cases
[1]. Thus, this limitation must be a consequence of uncertainty that may be modulated by task — a
flexible resource [2].
Within our model, there are two plausible alternatives for what such a limited resource may be:
visual attention, which improves the fidelity of measurements; or memory, which enables more
or less noiseless propagation of state estimates through time3. In both cases, when more objects
are tracked, less of the resource is available for each object, resulting in an increase of noise and
uncertainty. At a superficial level, both memory and attention resources amount to a limited amount
of gain to be used to reduce noise. Given the linear Kalman filtering computation we have proposed
as underlying tracking, equal magnitude noise in either will have the same effects. Thus, to avoid the
complexities inherent in allocating attention to space, we will consider memory limitations, but this
resource limitation can be thought of as “attention gain” as well (though some of our work suggests
that memory may be a more appropriate interpretation).
We must decide on a linking function between the covariance U of the memory noise, and the
number of objects tracked. It is natural to propose that covariance scales positively with the number
of objects tracked – that is U for n objects would be equal to Un = U1n. This expression captures
the idea that task modulated noise should follow the σ ∝
√
n rule, as would be the case if the state
for a given object were stored or measured with a finite number of samples. With more samples,
3One might suppose that limiting the number of particles used for tracking as in [4] and [14], might be
a likely resource capacity; however, in object tracking, having more particles produces a benefit only insofar
as future observations might disambiguate previous inferences. In multiple object tracking with uniform dots
(as is the case in most human experiments) once objects have been mis-associated, no future observations can
provide evidence of a mistake having been made in the past; and as such, having additional particles to keep
track of low-probability data associations carries no benefit.
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Figure 5: Left: When
more objects are tracked
(out of 16) they must
move at a slower speed to
reach a particular level of
accuracy [1]. Right: Our
model exhibits this effect
only if task-dependent
uncertainty is introduced
(see text).
precision would increase; however, because the number of samples available is fixed at c, the number
of samples per object would be c/n, giving rise to the scaling rule described above.
In Figure 5 we add such a noise-term to our model and measure performance (threshold speed —
σv — for a given number of targets nt , when spacing is fixed, σx = 4, and the total number of
objects is also fixed n = 16). The characteristic tradeoff between the number of targets, and the
speed with which they may be tracked is clearly evident. Thus, while many results in MOT arise
as consequences of the information available for the computational task, the speed-number tradeoff
seems to be the result of a flexibly-allocated resource such as memory or attention.
4 Conclusions
We investigated what limitations are responsible for human failures in multiple object tracking tasks.
Are such limitations discrete (like a fixed number of objects) or continuous (like memory)? Are they
flexible with task (cognitive resources such as memory and attention), or are they task-independent
(like perceptual noise)?
We modified a Bayes-optimal tracking solution for typical MOT experiments and implemented this
solution using a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter. Using novel behavioral experiments inspired by
the model, we showed that this ideal observer exhibits many of the classic phenomena in multiple
object tracking given only perceptual uncertainty (a continuous, task-independent source of limita-
tion). Just as for human observers, tracking in our model is harder when objects move faster or are
closer together; inertia information is available, but may not be used; and objects can be tracked
in features as well as space. However, effects of the number of objects tracked do not arise from
perceptual uncertainty alone. To account for the tradeoff between the number of objects tracked and
their speed, a task-dependent resource must be introduced – we introduce this resource as a memory
constraint, but it may well be attentional gain.
Although the dichotomy of flexible, cognitive resources and task-independent, low-level uncertainty
is a convenient distinction to start our analysis, it is misleading. When engaging in any real world
task this distinction is blurred: people will use whatever resources they have to facilitate perfor-
mance; even perceptual uncertainty as basic as the resolution of the retina becomes a flexible re-
source when people are allowed to move their eyes (they were not allowed to do so in our experi-
ments). Connecting resource limitations measured in controlled experiments to human performance
in the real world requires that we address not only what the structure of the task may be, but also how
human agents allocate resources to accomplish this task. Here we have shown that a computational
model of the multiple object tracking task can unify a large set of experimental findings on human
object tracking, and most importantly, determine how these experimental findings map onto cog-
nitive limitations. Because our findings implicate a flexible cognitive resource, the next necessary
step is to investigate how people allocate such a resource, and this question will be pursued in future
work.
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